8 Person Conference Room
Quantity: -
Area: 190 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
12 Person Seminar Room
Quantity: -
Area: 260 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
16 Person Conference Room

Quantity: -

Area: 380 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
24 Person Conference Room
Quantity:  
Area: 830 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
Morris Research Center

Quantity: 

Area: 400 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
Post Doc / Visting Scholars Office

Quantity: -

Area: 200 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
Collaboration Space Communications + Offices

Quantity:  -

Area:  300 SF + 125 SF + 125 SF = 550 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
IT Workroom + Storage + Offices

Quantity: -

Area: 750 SF + 250 SF + 140 SF + 140 SF = 1,280 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
Diversity Resource Center
Quantity: -
Area: 490 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
14 Person Research Computer Lab

Quantity: -

Area: 400 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016
Processing Lab + Restroom
Quantity: -
Area: 150 SF + 60 SF = 230 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

Research

BNIM

14 March 2016
Exam Room
Quantity:  -
Area:  140 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:  Research

BNIM

14 March 2016
Interview Room
Quantity: -
Area: 100 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

Research

BNIM

14 March 2016
Phone Interview Room

Quantity: -

Area: 80 SF

Equipment/Furniture Requirements:
Mechanical/Plumbing Requirements:
Electrical Requirements:
Data/Communications Requirements:
Adjacencies:
Quality of Space:
Other:

BNIM

14 March 2016